Comprehension Worksheet 1

This worksheet highlights ways to foster the predictability of text.

Story Title: Escaping the Cold
Show the pictures to the child and say “These pictures tell a story called Escaping the Cold. It’s about some rabbits facing a problem.”

While the child is looking at the pictures, say “I am going to say a sentence and you have to complete it.”

“On a snowy day, some rabbits were ______________.
(The child should offer a response such as “cold, freezing cold, feeling cold, etc.” If s/he cannot, then supply one of the examples and then have child repeat the word(s).)

Then continue, saying “Now complete this idea.”

“They hopped to a tree that had a ____________________.”
(The child should offer a response such as “hole, opening, place to stay, etc.” If s/he cannot, then supply one of the examples and then have child repeat the word(s).)

Then continue, saying “Now complete this idea.”

“They went inside the hole and felt ________________.”
(The child should offer a response such as “warm, not cold, nice, etc.” If s/he cannot, then supply one of the examples and then have child repeat the word(s).)

Want your child to love to read? Then start your 30 day free trial of the Reading Kingdom now. The Reading Kingdom is a fun, easy-to-use online program that teaches children 4-10 years old how to read and write to a third grade level. It is the only program available that teaches all six skills required for reading and writing success – including the key skill of comprehension. Join thousands of satisfied parents and successful readers. Sign up today.